
Creating the future of living

Building Momentum



The UK’s residential-for-rent market leader

Develop homes across Resi for Rent sector

• Build to rent, purpose built student accommodation and affordable-led housing

Capital light forward sold business models 

• Unrivalled reputation with leading institutions

• Our model generates highest ROCE of our listed peers

A large and growing pipeline

• Embedded value at HY2022: £2 billion (HY2021: £1.6 billion)

Successful Fresh property management business 

Well-established Homes division
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Our investment case

• Pipeline provides visibility of future earnings

• Favourable market dynamics

• Growth ambitions supported by good liquidity

• Exceptional operational resilience

• Fresh and Homes provide opportunities for incremental growth

• ESG credentials
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HY22 Overview
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HY22 Highlights

• Strong delivery across in-build schemes and pipeline development

• HY22 performance:

• Good revenue growth to £193.0 million; boosted by strengthening institutional investor demand

• Underlying operating profit at £15.0 million, down as expected on last year, reflecting:

• Higher proportion of lower margin land sales in the period; and

• The timing impact of the planned portfolio sale of three PBSA schemes which has now closed

• Good liquidity position; £27.0 million net cash after investment in H1 to deliver forward sales in H2

• Interim dividend of 2.9p per share, up 11.5%

• 22,155 beds under Fresh management, up 10% and bookings well advanced for the next academic year

• Affordable-led Homes business is gaining traction with the pipeline building from site acquisitions

• Exceptional charge of £28 million taken for estimated remediation costs under the new Building Safety Act.  
We expect these costs to be incurred over a period of up to seven years

• Announced today the sale to EQT of a PBSA portfolio which comprises three prime student developments 
along with two operational properties. This has an FY22 profit contribution of c. £20 million. All properties are 
to be managed by Fresh.
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• Full year profit performance expected to be in line with expectations

• Potential opportunities to deepen secured development pipeline over the next period 

• Operational resilience of the business:

• Work on 15 current developments on track

• Proactive management of build costs and asset values, ensuring margins are maintained

• Significant growth in secured development pipeline to £2 billion; of which £0.6 billion forward sold

• 4,311 BTR apartments; 7,938 PBSA beds

• Another significant forward sale is under offer (PBSA in Bristol; 819 units)

• Two acquisitions in major provincial city (BTR: 230 units) and Hove (BTR: 80 units)

• Two planning consents in Belfast (BTR: 800 units) and Stratford (PBSA: 400 units)
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Outlook – on track



Financial Review
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HY22 Financials Highlights – P&L

▪ Revenue growth of 8.2% reflecting four forward 
sales as well as development works across our 
portfolio

▪ Healthy gross margin of 15.5% (HY21: 23.2%); 
impact of 3 land sales compared to nil in the prior 
year (excluding land sales GM% was 17.5%)

▪ Operating profit at £14.6m, impacted by 
proportion of revenue from land sales and timing 
of forward sales

£million

HY22 HY21 Movement
%

Revenue 193.0 178.4 8.2%

Gross profit 29.9 41.3 (27.6)%

Underlying 
operating profit 14.6 29.1 (49.8)%

Underlying Profit 
before tax 11.4 25.8 (55.8)%

Underlying  EPS 3.65 pence 8.11 pence (55.0)%

Notes
1. These results are on an underlying basis and exclude the exceptional charge of £28 million taken in 

HY22 for costs relating to the new Building Safety Act
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Bridge to FY22 profit delivery
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• Confidence in delivery of full year profit position
• Significant contribution from PBSA portfolio which has recently closed
• Two other schemes to forward sell at an advanced stage 



Development Pipeline
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Development Revenue Pipeline: BTR 
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• Illustrative revenue growth by year
• 4,311 BTR apartments in secured pipeline
• Future revenue value c.£1.0 billion
• Forward sales model delivers revenue and earnings over multiple years
• Revenue growth to over £300 million in FY23 supported by secured pipeline; 31% revenue for FY23 now forward sold
• BTR target margin of 15% (land sale c.10% and development phase c.16%)
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Development Revenue Pipeline: PBSA 
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• Illustrative revenue growth by year
• 7,398 units in secured pipeline
• Future revenue value c.£0.9 billion
• Forward sales model delivers revenue and earnings over multiple years
• Revenue growth to over £300 million in FY23 supported by secured pipeline; 25% of revenue for FY23 now forward sold
• PBSA target margin of 20% (land sale c.10% and development phase c.22.5%)
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Land availability 

▪ Urban brownfield land continues to be slightly discounted from pre-pandemic levels

▪ Competition has eased for out of town residential development sites  

▪ WJ expects to be active in the land market where it sees attractive acquisition opportunities

Build costs

▪ Current wave of projects procuring at 7-8%

▪ Business continues to proactively manage inflationary price rises experienced in the period for both asset values and 
construction costs which has enabled margins to be maintained

▪ This has involved a number of ‘open book’ discussions with purchasers during the sales process

Investor appetite very strong off-setting cost inflation and maintaining target margins 

▪ Significant number of offers being received well ahead of underwrites

Current progress with planning permissions across the UK proceeding in line with plan

▪ Planning is a barrier to entry and restricts supply, supporting margins 

▪ Positive support from Local Authorities with WJ track record of building out positively received

WJ track record and balance sheet ensuring Resi-for-rent development opportunities often coming to us first

Development market UK
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Sector Review
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UK rental market supply/demand imbalance greater than sales4

• 227,000 new rental homes needed per year 2 v current total BTR homes under 
construction at c.46,0005

• Supply likely to drop further with small BTL landlords exiting2

• 50% of renters expect to continue renting for the next 15 years3

• UK student numbers rising and demand for quality increasing6

• Market demonstrating consistent resilience in volatile macro environment

Investor Momentum carried over from record 20211

• £3.5bn invested in living sectors in Q1 20221

• Continued targeting of operational assets as hedge against inflation

UK residential-for-rent: rerating for investors – crucial for residents

Source: Zoopla

1 JLL: UK build-to-rent investment surges 50% in Q1 2022
2 Capital Economics: Challenges and opportunities for the private rented sector
3 Social Market Foundation: Where next for the private rented sector?

Source: Savills, UK cross sector 
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BTR reaches mainstream

Renters report satisfaction with renting
• 81% of renters are happy with their current property, and 85% say they 

are satisfied with their landlord6

Delivery evening out across London and the regions4

BTR now considered a mainstream investment class1

BTR investment increased by 50% from 20211

▪ £1.7bn in deals agreed in Q1 2022

Coliving gaining momentum as supply increases2

Record investment demand driving continued yield compression3

▪ 10 bps YoY in Q1 2022 to reach 3.50%3

▪ Further compression expected as competition for assets increases in 
places with supply-demand imbalances4

1 JLL: UK build-to-rent investment surges 50% in Q1 2022
2 JLL: UK Living Capital Markets Bulletin Q4 2021
3 Savills: European Investment - Q1 2022 preliminary figures
4 Savills: Spotlight: European Multifamily – February 2022
5 BPF/Savills Q1 analysis 2022
6 Social Market Foundation: Where next for the private rented sector?
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PBSA confidence recovers as students return

Rising applications and acceptances underpinned by demographics
▪ Applications up 7% on pre-pandemic levels for 2022/232

▪ Full time student numbers in 2020/21 increased by 8% year on year, the 
highest increase in over 20 years1

Bookings remain ahead for upcoming year
▪ Fresh direct-let bookings at April ahead by 14% YoY for 2022/23
▪ Unite reporting bookings of 77% (including nominations agreements) 2

Investor confidence returning rapidly
▪ £1.1bn deals secured in Q1 223

▪ As much as £5bn in deals in the market1

1 JLL: UK Living Capital Markets Q4 2021     2 Unite prelims presentation 2022      3    JLL: UK build-to-rent investment surges 50% in Q1 2022
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Source: Unite, UCAS, ONS
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Affordable homes an imperative for residents and authorities
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Shortfall in affordable housing supply growing1

• Shortfall compounds each year, with the current economic situation likely to 
increase need

Housing associations invested 20% less into new homes in 20212

• Building safety costs reducing developing associations capacity3

Level of private investment in affordable housing to reach £26.8bn and 
140,000 homes by 2027 – 7x current levels4

• £34bn needed annually to meet demand

Right to buy proposals present replacement opportunity
• Recently announced government plans for right to buy are likely to require 

creative solutions to replacing supply – which has been the stumbling block to 
date 

1   BPF/L&G: Delivering a Step Change in Affordable Housing Supply
2 RSH: 2021 Global Accounts of private registered providers
3   Inside Housing: G15 warns ‘comprehensive solution’ on building safety crisis still needed as fears over impact on social housing delivery persist
4 Savills: Equity investment in affordable housing – Summer 2022

Annual capital funding

2020/21 Affordable Housing Completions



ESG
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ESG – Future Foundations
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• Future Foundations sets out our ESG commitments under Future People, Future Places and Future 
Planet

• This included a commitment to achieving net zero scope 1 and 2 carbon emissions by 2030
• Our ESG initiatives are progressing well:

Future People
• Health & Safety: incident rate is less than 3% of the national average for the construction industry 

(target: less than 5% by 2025)

Future Places
• Trial of air source heat pumps being carried out (target: all developments designed with ASHP 

from 2023)
• Additional technology being explored to complement ASHP including battery storage

Future Planet
• Waste diverted from landfill: currently 98% (target: 95% by 2025)
• Removed petrol and diesel vehicles in company car policy and replaced with hybrid and 

electric vehicles; c.30% of car fleet to be replaced by electric/hybrid vehicles in 2022 (target: full 
electric fleet by 2026) 

• Plant & machinery outsourced to third party providers with strong ESG credentials



HY22 Summary 
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In summary
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HY22 Summary

• First half performance sets up the delivery for the full year

• Operational performance across the business is delivering well 

• Proactive approach taken to Building Safety Act with exceptional charge of £28 million over a period of up to seven 
years for fire safety remediation

Outlook

• Record secured development pipeline at £2 billion

• Strong balance sheet allows for investment in growth and further opportunities

• The resi4rent sector is rerating positively and this is set to continue

• Management are confident about delivery of FY22 expectations and excited about the long term growth prospects
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Disclaimer

This presentation has been prepared by or on behalf of Watkin Jones plc (“Watkin Jones”). The information set out in this presentation is not intended to form the basis of any contract. By attending (whether in person, 

by telephone or webcast) this presentation or by reading the presentation slides, you agree to the conditions set out below. This presentation (including any oral briefing and any question-and-answer session in 

connection with it) is for information only. The presentation is not intended to, and does not constitute, represent or form part of any offer, invitation, inducement or solicitation of any offer to purchase, otherwise 

acquire, subscribe for, sell or otherwise dispose of, any securities or the solicitation of any vote or approval in any jurisdiction. It must not be acted on or relied on in connection with any contract or commitment 

whatsoever. It does not constitute a recommendation regarding any securities. Past performance, including the price at which Watkin Jones’ securities have been previously bought or sold and the past yield on Watkin 

Jones' securities, cannot be relied on as a guide to future performance. Nothing herein should be construed as financial, legal, tax, accounting, actuarial or other specialist advice. The release, presentation, publication 

or distribution of this presentation in jurisdictions other than the United Kingdom may be restricted by law and therefore any persons who are subject to the laws of any jurisdiction other than the United Kingdom 

should inform themselves about and observe any applicable requirements. It is your responsibility to satisfy yourself as to the full observance of any relevant laws and regulatory requirements. Any failure to comply 

with applicable requirements may constitute a violation of the laws and/or regulations of any such jurisdiction. In addition, in the United Kingdom, this presentation is being made available only to persons who fall 

within the exemptions contained in Article 19 and Article 49 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the “Order”). This presentation is not intended to be available to, and 

must not be relied upon, by any other person. Nothing in this presentation constitutes investment advice and any recommendations that may be contained herein have not been based upon a consideration of the 

investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any specific recipient. None of Watkin Jones, its shareholders, subsidiaries, affiliates, associates, or their respective directors, officers, partners, 

employees, representatives and advisers (the “Relevant Parties”) makes any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this presentation, or 

otherwise made available, nor as to the reasonableness of any assumption contained in such information, and any liability therefor (including in respect of direct, indirect, consequential loss or damage) is expressly 

disclaimed. No information contained herein or otherwise made available is, or shall be relied upon as, a promise, warranty or representation, whether as to the past or the future and no reliance, in whole or in part, 

should be placed on the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of such information. Unless expressly stated otherwise, no statement in this presentation is intended as a profit forecast or estimate for any 

period and no statement in this presentation should be interpreted to mean that cash flow from operations, free cash flow, earnings or earnings per share for Watkin Jones for the current or future financial years 

would necessarily match or exceed the historical published cash flow from operations, free cash flow, earnings or earnings per share of Watkin Jones. Statements of estimated cost savings relate to future actions and 

circumstances which, by their nature, involve risks, uncertainties and contingencies. As a result, any cost savings referred to may not be achieved, may be achieved later or sooner than estimated, or those achieved 

could be materially different from those estimated. By attending the presentation to which this document relates and/or by accepting this document you will be taken to have represented, warranted and undertaken 

that you have read and agree to comply with the contents of this notice. This presentation contains forward-looking statements concerning the financial condition, results of operations and businesses of Watkin Jones. 

All statements other than statements of historical fact are, or may be deemed to be, forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are statements of future expectations that are based on management’s 

current expectations and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results, performance or events to differ materially from those expressed or implied in these 

statements. Forward-looking statements include, among other things, statements concerning the potential exposure of Watkin Jones to market risks and statements expressing management’s expectations, beliefs, 

estimates, forecasts, projections and assumptions including as to future potential cost savings, synergies, earnings, cash flow, return on average capital employed, production and prospects. These forward-looking 

statements are identified by their use of terms and phrases such as “anticipate”, “believe”, “could”, “estimate”, “expect”, “intend”, “may”, “plan”, “objectives”, “outlook”, “probably”, “project”, “will”, “seek”, “target”, 

“risks”, “goals”, “should” and similar terms and phrases. There are a number of factors that could affect the future operations of Watkin Jones and could cause those results to differ materially from those expressed in 

the forward-looking statements included in this presentation, including (without limitation): (a) changes in demand for Watkin Jones' products; (b) currency fluctuations; (c) loss of market share and industry 

competition; (d) risks associated with the identification of suitable potential acquisition properties and targets, and successful negotiation and completion of such transactions; and (e) changes in trading conditions. 

All forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are expressly qualified in their entirety by the cautionary statements contained or referred to in this section. Readers should not place undue reliance on 

forward-looking statements. Each forward- looking statement speaks only as at the specified date of the relevant document within which the statement is contained. Watkin Jones does not undertake any obligation 

to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statement as a result of new information, future events or other information. In light of these risks, results could differ materially from those stated, implied or inferred 

from the forward- d in this presentation. Certain financial data has been rounded. As a result of this rounding, the totals of data presented in this presentation may vary slightly from the actual arithmetic totals of 

such data.
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